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Abstract—Phase Change Memory (PCM) has emerged as a promising candidate for future memories. PCM has high cell density,
zero cell leakage, and high stability in deep sub-micron technologies. Although PCM has limited endurance, recent endeavors have
shown that its lifetime can be improved by orders of magnitude. However, a major hurdle for PCM is the long write latency and high write
power. For this reason, PCMcannot deliver satisfactorymemory bandwidth for high-end computing environment suchasmulti-processing
and server systems. In this paper, we develop a non-blocking PCM bank design such that subsequent reads or writes can be
carried in parallel with an on-going write. This is effective in removing long blocking time due to serial operations. Moreover, we
propose novel memory request scheduling algorithms to exploit intra-bank parallelism brought by our non-blocking hardware. Our
non-blocking hardware with scheduling enhancement improves PCM memory throughput by 51% on average. Finally, we propose a
fine-grained power budgeting scheme to achieve more throughput improvement under power budgets. Experiments show that our
scheduler enhanced with power budgeting scheme can achieve a throughput improvement of 118% on average.

Index Terms—Phase change memory, memory scheduling, low power

1 INTRODUCTION

THE demand in memory capacity is constantly growing
with today’s data-intensive applications. The trend in

integratingmore cores on-chip also poses significant pressure
on memory capacity. Unfortunately, the DRAM technology
that has been used inmainmemory for decades is now facing
scalability and power challenges in deep sub-micron technol-
ogies [1], [2]. Recently, a class of non-volatile memories, such
as Flash, Phase-Change-Memory (PCM), Spin-Torque Trans-
fer RAM (STT-RAM), have emerged with zero cell leakage,
good resilience to single event upset, and good scalability.
Amongvarious technologies, PCMhas been studiedmost as a
candidate for futuremainmemory [3]–[14] due to its excellent
scalability compared to other alternatives. Also, the zero cell
leakage is attractive in main memory design as its leakage
power can be dramatically reduced [14]. The drawbacks of
PCM technology, however, are in its limitedwrite endurance,
longwrite latency and lowmemory throughput.Many recent
efforts have proposed solutions to mitigate the endurance
problem andmake the lifetime of PCM competitive to DRAM
mainmemory [3]–[6], [8]–[14]. The longwrite latency of PCM
creates major performance hit because subsequent reads are
blocked if the bank is occupied by a write, significantly
increasing the read time. Techniques proposed to tackle this
problem include write-cancellation, write-pause [15], and

using a small DRAM as a cache for a large PCM memory
[4], [9], [16].

However, there has not been a technique proposed to
improve the memory throughput of a PCM. A state-of-the-
art PCM chip can achieve 9 MB/s program throughput [17],
while the throughput of DDR2-800 DRAM is 100 MB/s per
chip [18]. Such a large discrepancy will be a major barrier to
adopting PCM in large-scale computing where high memory
throughput is a key requirement. The throughput of PCM is
mainly limited by its long write latency (e.g., 1000 ns [19]),
large programming logic and high write current per cell (e.g.,

[20]). High write current and large programming
logic limit the number of bits that can be written at the same
time, forcing a write to split into several iterations which
increases the write latency [20], [21]. When a memory bank is
serving a write for a long time, no other operations can be
performed in this bank, limiting the throughput of the bank.
Write-cancellation or write-pause technique [15] can allow
subsequent reads to proceed by canceling or pausing the
currentwrite, but reads andwrites are exclusive to each other.
Therefore, they help only in improving the read latency, not
memory throughput. The Read-While-Write technique devel-
oped recently [17] allows a read and a write to be active
simultaneously in two different partitions of a PCM chip.
While promoting read-write parallelism, as we will show
later, throughput improvement from Read-While-Write is
rather limited because PCM memory throughput is mostly
bounded by its long write latency.

In this paper, we first present a PCM bank design that
allows its left and right half to operate relatively indepen-
dently so that they can, insteadof accommodatingonewrite at
a time, serve 2 writes and 2 reads simultaneously. Our goal is
to create more request parallelism without dividing a bank
into two for the purpose of preserving cell density which is
critical in PCM designs. Also, our design is not a dual-port
memory design [22] which increases array area quadratically.
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Additionally, our design is cell-type independent and is
applicable to single-level, multi-level PCM cells, STT-RAM
cells or other newmemory technologies that suffer from long
write latency. Next, we develop novel memory scheduling
enhancements to fully exploit the hardware capability and
further improve throughput. Our scheduling enhancements
reorder requests in each bank queue to exploit intra-bank
parallelism. Finally, although each bank can now serve more
than one write and PCM writes are of high-power, previous
work showed that not all bits need to be written in a write [3],
[14]. Hence, introducing parallelism does not put pressure on
PCM’s power consumption. On the contrary, with our fine-
grained power management scheme, we can further improve
throughput under the samepower budget. Experiments show
that our scheduler alone can improve throughput by 51% on
average over a baseline blocking PCM design. With our
proposed power budgeting scheme, an average of 68% of
throughput improvement can be achieved.

2 BACKGROUND

Phase-change memory (PCM) is one type of non-volatile
memory that exploits the unique behavior of chalcogenide
alloy such as (GST) to store information. A PCM
cell usually consists of a thin layer of GST and two electrodes.
The chalcogenide has two stable states, crystalline and amor-
phous. It can switchbetween themwith applicationof heat via
injecting current into the PCM cell.

There are two write operations associated with GST cells.
The SET operation heats GST above the crystallization tem-
perature ( ) but below the melting temperature
( ) over a period of time. This turns the GST into the
low-resistance crystalline state that corresponds to logic ‘1’;
the RESET operation heats GST above the melting tempera-
ture and quench quickly. This places the GST in the high
resistance amorphous state that corresponds to logic ‘0’. Due
to such heating process, both SET and RESET take relatively
long time to complete, and SET is slower than RESET. Recent
PCMprototype show that RESEToperation canbe as short as
60 ns while SET is on the order of several hundreds of
nanoseconds [17].

3 RELATED WORK

The concept of parallelizing a read with a long write was first
implemented as a read-while-write (RWW) operation inNOR
flash [23]. A RWWNOR flash is essentially two or more flash
memories on a chip. One is used to store data and the other is
for code. When the data memory is written, code can be read
out from the other memory. This concept is also adopted in
recent PCMprototypes [17],where a PCMchip is divided into
smaller partitions, and two partitions can be simultaneously
active, one being read and the other being written. However,
the above implementations are too coarse-grained, and can-
not satisfy the throughput requirement if PCM is used asmain
memory. In addition, providing RWW alone in the hardware
cannot achieve high throughputwithoutmodifying themem-
ory scheduling algorithm. As we will show later, our paral-
lelism is provided within each bank of a memory which is
much more fine-grained and delivers much higher parallel-
ism, with negligible overhead. Moreover, we develop novel

memory scheduling enhancements to fully exploit the hard-
ware capability and achieve much higher throughput.

There have been several approaches to mitigating the long
write latency. The first one was to use a small DRAM as a
cache for a large PCM [4], [9], [16], which is helpful to reduce
average memory latency of a DRAM+PCM. However, this
technique does not address the PCM throughput problem.
The write-cancellation and write-pause technique [15] help
those reads that are blocked due to a busy bank occupied by a
write. These techniques either cancel current write or pause
thewrite (formulti-level cells) to serve the readfirst. Thewrite
is re-started later or resumed where it was left off. As we can
see, these techniques can only allowone operation in one bank
at a time.Writes and reads are still in serial but not in parallel.
Hence, they do not help to improve the throughput of the
bank.

On the memory bank optimization side, there have been
works on changing the DRAM rank architecture for lower
power. Those approaches, e.g., mini-rank [24] and rank seb-
setting [25], aim to limit the number of banks activated, since
modern DRAM fetches more bits than necessary in an access.
Hence, only a subset of banks in a rank needs to be activated,
saving much power. The goal of this paper is not to lower the
power of PCM, as it is a fundamental device limitation that
bounds the memory throughput. We aim to increase its
throughput under the samepower budget given by the device
specification. Hence, while previous optimizations onDRAM
tend to put more banks into low-power mode, we prefer to
activate as many half banks as possible as long as the power
stays within device specification.

We also introduce some representative related work on
memory scheduling. Memory scheduling has been widely
studied for DRAM-based memory controllers. The simplest
memory scheduling scheme isfirst-come-first-serve (FCFS).A
simple enhancement to it, first-ready FCFS (FR-FCFS), was
proposed to improve row buffer hit rate and the memory
system performance [26], [27]. In [28], Mutlu et al. proposed
parallelism-aware batching scheme (PAR-BS). PAR-BS orga-
nizes incoming requests into batches, and schedules the re-
quests within a batch to exploit bank-level parallelism. The
batching mechanism solves starvation problem, while the
scheduling within a batch improves bank-level parallelism
and the overall throughput. A later work by Kim et al.
proposed Thread Cluster Memory Scheduling [29]. TCM
categorizes threads into two “clusters” (memory intensive
and non-intensive) according to their MPKI. Bandwidth are
divided between two clusters, and different policies are em-
ployed in them. In the non-intensive cluster, TCM prioritizes
low MPKI threads to improve system throughput; while in
the memory-intensive cluster, TCM uses rank shuffling to
ensure fairness.

Existing schemes all target at bank-level scheduling, i.e.
how the requests are dispatched to logic banks. Within each
bank queue, requests are issued in the order they are dis-
patched. Our enhancement are designed as an “add-on” to
existing memory schedulers. It further exploits intra-bank
parallelism brought by our improved hardware, and hence
is orthogonal and additive to those schemes.

In a recent work, Hay et al. proposed a scheme termed
“Power Token [30]”, which aims to improvePCM throughput
via issuing more writes, each writing only the changed bits
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instead of every bit. The total number of bits written concur-
rently does not exceed a limit defined by the device. Power
Token performs a conservative estimate on the bit changes in
the last level cache. However, since PCM has the capability of
counting bit changes in the hardware [31], the accurate infor-
mation can be obtained directly in PCM, which is adopted by
ourpowermanagement scheme. In addition,we exploited the
fact that a write needs several iterations to finish, and itera-
tions of zero bit changes can be entirely omitted, reducing the
write latency which further benefits memory throughput. As
we will show in our evaluations, our power management
scheme outperforms Power Token by 20% on average in
memory throughput.

4 NON-BLOCKING PCM BANK DESIGN

In this section, we give an overview of our proposed non-
blocking PCM bank design. The detailed circuit-level imple-
mentation and the overhead quantification are deferred to
Section 7.

Our PCM chip and physical bank organization follow a
prototype from Samsung [21]. The chips are organized into a
memory system similar to a typical DDR2-800 DIMM [32].
Fig. 1 shows our design of a 2 GB PCM memory rank for a
standard 64-bit channel. The rank consists of 8 256 MB PCM
chips, each having 8 32 MB banks. In each channel transition,
all PCM chips work together to deliver 64 bits of data, with
each chip producing 8 bitswhich are generated fromone bank
within that chip.Hence, a read request of 64Bdatawill require
4 channel transitions (DDR2 interface).

Inside each PCM bank, the 32 MB capacity is divided into
64 4Mb cell arrays (Fig. 1). These arrays are partitioned into
left and right half of the bank that canwork concurrently. The
row decoder, shared by both halves, is in the middle of the
bank to avoid long wordline driving. The read and write
circuits, SA&WD, are at the bottomof thebank.UnlikeDRAM
in which each small array comes with its own read/write
circuits, a PCM bank typically has many arrays share one set
of SA&WDto increase the overall cell density, as seen inmany
industry prototypes [17], [20], [21], [33]. This is because the
SA&WD of PCM are much larger than of DRAM as PCM’s
write current is much higher. For instance, only 64 sets of
SA&WD can fit into the width of 4096 column of cells [21],
whereas inDRAMevery two columns of cells canhave one set
of SA&WD. In the Samsungprototype [21], there are 64 sets of
SA&WD below each half bank.

When awrite is performed, the row decoder selects, drives
and holds one wordline high to open the cells in that row.

Proper bitlines corresponding to the address are then selected
to start writing. One write always activates only one array in
the bank. To make a write non-blocking, we enable another
operation whose activity is in a different array of the bank.
This is fundamentally feasible because when a write is in-
progress, only thewrite circuit is occupied but the read circuit
is idle. With proper circuit changes, the read circuit can be
used to service a different read in concurrent with the write.

However, thefirst challenge here is that thewordline of the
write is held high by the row decoder for the duration of the
entirewrite. Thedecoderneeds to be freed inorder todecode a
second address and drive a second wordline. The second
challenge is that the read wordline will interfere with write
because it opens cells at its cross points with the write’s
bitlines, and these cellswouldbemistakenlywriten. Likewise,
thewrite’swordlinewill also interferewith the read’s bitlines.
This is depicted as the two crosses in Fig. 2,whichwill destroy
both the write and the read.

The first challenge can be addressed by latching the word-
line of the write after it has been driven high and then
releasing the decoder. Hence, the decoder can continue to
service subsequent operations. The second challenge can be
addressed by leveraging existing hierarchical wordline and
bitline organization in many industry prototypes [20], [21],
[33], i.e. one global wordline/bitline (GWL/GBL) with local
wordlines/bitlines (LWL/LBL) in each array. The idea is to
offload an access fromGWL to LWL and release GWL for the
new access. However, the GBL cannot be released as it
connects with the read/write circuit. Such connection must
be maintained throughout an access. Hence, two operations
that fall within the same column of arrays cannot be per-
formed concurrently because they need to share the same
GBL. These arrayswill be referred to as “conflicting” arrays in

Fig. 1. Organization of one PCM rank. SA—sense amplifier, WD—write drivers, GWL—global wordline, GBL—global bitline. Chip and bank floorplan
are from [21].

Fig. 2. Interference among wordlines and bitlines for write and read in
different arrays.
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this paper. We revised existing hierarchical wordline/bitline
designs to support our non-blocking bank accesses. The de-
tails can be found in Section 7.

We remark that our design is not simply breaking a bank into
two (or throwing in more banks) for more parallelism. Those
designswould dramatically reduce the PCM capacity density
because each bank must be equipped with a new set of
peripheral circuit including decoders, drivers, I/O buffers,
and address/data/power routings. Our design is based on
the Samsung prototype [21] except thatwe utilize its idle SA&
WD for parallelize-able requests, and time-multiplex the
shared row decoder to enable parallelism. For example, when
the left half is serving awrite, theWDsbelow the right half and
all SAs are idle, but the center rowdecoder is busy.We let free
the decoder so that it can serve another read or write and
utilize the idle SA&WDs. As we will show in Section 7.2 that
our design adds only 5% of hardware overhead, which is
much more lightweight than dividing a bank into two, or
using more banks to achieve the same parallelism. This is the
key advantage of our bank design.

To summarize, each half bank in our design can serve 1
read and 1 write at the same time. Hence a bank can serve up
to 2 reads and 2 writes concurrently. There is also hardware
limitation on this concurrency: two requests that access arrays
on the same column cannot be active at the same time.

5 EXPLOITING INTRA-BANK PARALLELISM VIA
MEMORY SCHEDULING

In this section, we propose our memory scheduling enhance-
ments to exploit the opportunities of intra-bank parallelism
provided by our non-blocking bank design.

5.1 Baseline Architecture
We use a typical 4-core CMP architecture with private L1 and
shared L2. A 128 MB DRAM buffer resides between the
processor and PCM main memory to mitigate PCM’s long
latency and limited write endurance, as shown in Fig. 3.

The row buffer organization of PCM bank is also different
than DRAM bank. We adopt a similar architecture as pro-
posed in [6], inwhich sensing and buffering are separate. This
allows greater flexibility in row buffer organization by en-
abling multiple buffer entries [6]. And as shown in [6], it is

more advantageous for PCM to use multiple narrow buffer
entries in terms of energy and delay. In this study, we adopt a
row buffer with 8 256B buffer entries. Since a read request is
64B wide, filling a 256B buffer entry involves multiple reads,
which increases bank occupation time.However, read latency
is not affected as critical words are sent back first. This is
modeled in our experiments. Such amulti-entry buffer design
is also natural to concurrent intra-bank reads and writes.

Our multi-entry buffer uses a write-through policy, i.e.,
writing into a logic bank and the corresponding buffer entry
occurs simultaneously. This is because if we use a write-back
policy, a read operationmay be held for long time due to slow
write back, harming the average read latency. Although
write-backpolicymay reduce the total number ofPCMwrites,
we found this advantage to be diminished: Eachwrite request
is 64Bwide, and each buffer entry is 256B.Write-back can save
total number of PCMwrites if a same64B line of a 256B entry is
written more than once before the entry is evicted, otherwise
the total number of PCMwrites stay the same.However in our
experiments, no write hits on a same 64B line were observed.

Memory requests arriving at the memory controller are
first buffered in the input queue,waiting to be dispatched into
memory banks. The controller then schedules these requests
to banks according to certain policy, e.g., to maximize bank-
level parallelism.Weadopt one such scheduler PAR-BS [28] in
our baseline. Once a request is dispatched to a bank, it is
moved from the input queue to the corresponding bank
queue. Requests in each bank queue are then issued in order.
Our baseline design uses conventional blocking circuit,mean-
ing that each bank can serve one request at a time.

5.2 Motivation
Although our proposed hardware design can provide more
concurrency inside each PCM bank, the final throughput also
depends on whether the memory requests issued to the bank
can fully take advantageof such intra-bank parallelism. Existing
memory scheduling schemes aim to exploit inter-bank paral-
lelism and are not aware of this new opportunity. Once
dispatched, requests in one bank queue are issued in order.
This could lose significant opportunities to further improve
throughput: if the head request of the bank queue conflicts
with an on-going request, it cannot be issued until the on-
going request finishes. All subsequent requests are blocked
even though some of them do not have such conflict. This is
even worse with PCM’s extreme latency asymmetry between
reads and writes (50 ns vs. 1000 ns in Numonyx 45 nm 4Gbit
prototype [19]). We now use an example shown in Fig. 4 to
illustrate this problem.

Consider a bank queue containing request sequence
. Among these requests,

access the left half, and
access the right half of the bank, as shown in Fig. 4(a). W1
conflictswithR5 andR3 conflictswithW6.Weassume1000ns
and 50 ns for write and read respectively [19].

Fig. 4(a). In baseline architecture, each bank can only
serve one request at a time. Requests are issued in order.
Total time to finish the sequence is 2300 ns.
Fig. 4(b). We use non-blocking bank without any sched-
uling enhancement. Requests in the bank queue are still
issued in order. Since R5 conflicts with W1, it cannot be
issued until W1 finishes. This immediately delays all

Fig. 3. Architecture overview of experimental platform.
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subsequent requests. However,W6 does not conflict with
W1. So W6 could have been issued in parallel with W1.
Also, it does no harm to issue R8 sooner (than R5) as it
does not conflict with W1. Nevertheless, the total com-
pletion time is approximately 1000 ns (W1) + 1000 ns
(W6) = 2000 ns, a 13% improvement over baseline.
Fig. 4(c). We reorder the requests in the bank queue to
exploit intra-bank parallelism, assuming dependencies
among them have been resolved earlier. In this sequence,
W1 and W6 are parallelized. All read requests except R3
and R5 are parallelized with writes. The total time spent
by this sequence is approximately 1000 ns (W1 andW6) +
50 ns (R3 and R5) = 1050 ns. Comparing to baseline, the
completion time is reduced by more than 54%.

A key point shown in this example is that in our non-
blocking bank design, reordering requests is critical to the
overall throughput and the average read latency. Also, due
to the significant gap between read and write latencies, it is
utmost important to overlap writes as much as possible to
shorten the total latency of the entire sequence. This often
requires to move writes ahead of many reads. But such move
will not hurt the reads too much because they can be paralle-
lized with writes most of the time.

Ifareadconflictswithawrite,westillprefer to issuethewrite
first because the read may have a chance to overlap with
a subsequent write. For example, in Fig. 4(d), R5 follows W1
since R5 may be able to overlap with another write W9.
Scheduling R5 before W1 would lose such parallelism unless
W9 is also moved ahead of W1 to run in concurrent with R5.
Either case shows a write-precedence scheduling generates
more parallelism. This is also confirmed by our experimental
results inFig.11: comparingtheschemeofputtingreadrequests
first and our proposed write-precedence scheme, the latter
achieves 15% more throughput improvement on average.

Based on these observations, we develop several enhance-
ments of intra-bank reordering that favor writes over reads to
exploit intra-bank parallelism. Those are non-conventional as
most existing DRAM-based policies prioritizes reads over
writes. Our algorithm is thus designed for the unique prop-
erties of PCM operations.

Since our enhancements target requests inside bank
queues to exploit intra-bank parallelism, they can be easily
integrated with existing schedulers that target requests in-
side the input queue (exploiting inter-bank parallelism). We
use PAR-BS [28] as the memory scheduler, followed by our
proposed scheduling enhancements as described below.

5.3 Aggressive Write-Precedence Reordering

Algorithm 1 The AWP algorithm.

foreach free slot (start with free write slots if available) do

Look for a request that does not conflict with any on-going or
selected requests;

if request found then

Mark the request as selected;

end

end

if one or more requests selected then

Move the selected requests to the front, in the order as they are
selected;

end

Fig. 4. The impact of scheduling on requests finish time. Assume W1 conflicts with R5 and R3 conflicts with W6.
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The initial algorithm is directly derived from the intuition
developed above. We term this algorithm aggressive write-
precedence (AWP) reordering since we aggressively reorder
requests in bank queues. The basic idea is to move requests
that canbeparallelizedwith on-going requests to the front of a
bank queue, so that they can be issued right away.

With non-blocking bank design, one bank can serve up to 4
requests at a time (2writes and 2 reads),which are termed slots
of the bank in the following discussion. AWP simply tries to
fill free slots with suitable (non-conflicting) requests. The
algorithm can be described as Algorithm 1. When there are
both free write slot(s) and free read slot(s), AWP tries to fill
write slot(s) first. This means that writes are prioritized over
reads, hence the term “write-precedence”.

5.3.1 Integration with PAR-BS
Since our scheduling algorithm gives priority to writes over
reads, there is a chance for a read to be pushedback infinitely.
The PAR-BS [28] we use already avoids starvation through
request batching: all requests in the previous batch must be
issued to the bank before a new batch starts. AWP follows
this by reordering only among those requests that are in one
batch. Therefore, the starvation avoidance mechanism of
PAR-BS is naturally inherited by AWP (as well as our other
enhancements).

The original PAR-BSmarks up toN requests per threadper
bankwhen creating a newbatch. This implies that there could
be imbalanced number of requests for each half bank in a
batch, which could harm the parallelism between the two
halves. We revise the design to mark up to N/2 requests per
thread per half bank to balance the requests dispatched to the
two halves. We term this simple revision PAR BS Half. As
we will see in Section 7.4.1, this optimization improves
throughput over the original PAR-BS by about 20%.

5.3.2 Problems with AWP
With aggressive request reordering in the bank queue, AWP
introduces a severe side effect: reduced row buffer hit rate.
When requests are dispatched by the memory scheduler
(PAR-BS in our case), they are typically ordered to achieve
high row buffer hit rate, in addition to improving memory
throughput. AWP destroys such locality as it reorders non-
conflicting request without considering row buffer hit. A
request reordered by AWPmay generate a rowmiss and also
evict a buffer entry that could have been a hit by other
requests. Our experiments show that the read row buffer hit
rate is degraded by more than half using AWP (as shown in
Section 7.4.2). Although throughput is important for main
memory, the row buffer hit rate is critical to read access
latency, and hence the performance of a workload. Next, we
will develop an improved AWP that does not harm the row
buffer hit rate that much, but still achieves high memory
throughput.

5.4 Row-Hit Aware Write-Precedence (RAWP)
Reordering

To overcome the problem of AWP, we develop an improved
reordering scheme that maintains row buffer hits while
achieving high throughput—Row-Hit Aware Write-Prece-
dence Reordering (RAWP). To achieve both goals, RAWP

follows two principles when reordering requests in a bank
queue:

1. Reorder write requests in a similar way as in AWP to
achieve high throughput.

2. Issue read requests in similar way as in PAR-BS to
maintain row buffer hits.

5.4.1 Read Insertion
The first challenge of RAWP is that when issuing read re-
quests in a similar order as in PAR-BS, some of them may
conflict with on-going writes and be blocked for a long time.
To address this challenge, we develop a technique calledRead
Insertion to resolve the conflict andpreserve the rowbuffer hit.

Due to PCM cell’s high write current, a write access is
typically completed in several rounds of partial writes [20],
[21] (e.g., a 512-bit write can be divided into 8 rounds, each
roundwriting 64 bits). Read Insertion simply allows a read to
be “inserted” between two rounds of an on-going write. The
on-going write is paused and necessary information is saved
so that it can resume properly. The hardware requirement is
analogous to the “write pausing” technique [15]whichpauses
a write for a multi-level cell (has a different write mechanism
from a single-level cell) and resume it later.

With Read Insertion, a read request can be inserted in the
middle of an on-going write even if they conflict. This pro-
vides a key advantage in that we can issue read requests in a
similar order as in PAR-BS to achieve similar row buffer hit
rate. Note that Read Insertion may impact the memory
throughput as some parallelizable reads give way to conflict-
ing reads for row buffer hits. However, as we will show in
Section 7.4, such an impact is quite limited.

5.4.2 The RAWP Algorithm
With read insertion, RAWP uses a two-step approach to
reorder the requests in a bank queue: 1) select issue candi-
dates; 2) form issue group from the candidates in 1). Step 1.
Selecting issue candidates. In this step, RAWP picks candi-
dates for each free “slot” of the bank. It first ranks all requests.
The request with the highest rank will be selected first as an
issue candidate. Like in AWP which tries to fill write slot(s)
first, RAWP starts ranking with free write slot(s).

For awrite slot, the ranking criteriawith decreasingweight
are: 1) batched; 2) row hit; 3) thread load (first 3 criteria are
determined by PAR-BS); 4) number of reads this write con-
flicts with, the fewer the better.

For a read slot, the criteria are: 1) batched; 2) row hit; 3) not
conflicting with on-going writes or any write candidates we
have already marked; 4) thread load (criteria 1),2),4) are
determined by PAR-BS).

For example, a read satisfying first 3 criteria will have a
higher rank than one satisfying first 2 criteria. With Read
Insertion technique, we consider reads that conflict with a
previous write but could be inserted into a write as non-
conflicting.

Once candidates are selected for all free slots, they form an
“issue group” that will be moved to the head of bank queue.
Our next step is to determine the relative order among these
candidates before moving them to the head of bank queue.

Step 2. Forming issue group from issue candidates. In this
step, RAWP forms an issue group from the candidates picked
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in theprevious step andmove them to the headof bankqueue.
Depending on their types and row buffer hit status, the
candidates can be classified into four categories: 1) write row
hit; 2) write row miss; 3) read row hit and 4) read row miss.
RAWP determines the relative order of these candidates
according to their categories. In implementation, this can be
done by treating the issue group as an “issue queue” and
appending candidates to the queue incrementally (starting
from an empty queue), as described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 RAWP forming issue group

Start from an empty issue group (queue);

foreach Write row hit candidate(s) do

Append the candidate to the end of issue group (queue);

end

foreach Read row hit candidate(s) do

Append the candidate to the end of issue group (queue);

end

foreach Write row miss candidate(s) do

Append the candidate to the end of issue group (queue);

end

Move all candidates to head of bank queue, in the order as
they are in the issue group (queue);

RAWP places write hits in the first place since they are
beneficial to both throughput and row buffer hit rate. Be-
tween read hits andwritemisses,we prefer read hits because
reads are very fast, and they may be parallelized with
previous writes. So a subsequent write (miss) does not need
to wait long. In addition, if the write miss goes first, then it
may evict a row buffer whichmay cause the original read hit
to become a miss. Finally, if a read miss is selected as a
candidate, it is not included in the issue groupbecause it does
not help throughput, nor row hit rate. Therefore, readmisses
will be left in the batch till the end, and they will be executed
in the order determined by PAR-BS. Once an issue group is
formed, all requests must be issued before forming a new
issue group.

An example.We now use an example to finish the discus-
sion ofRAWP. Suppose there is a sequence of requests , ,

, , , , , ( means a request to left half,
indicates a row buffer hit currently). Assuming that all slots
are available, RAWP picks one candidate for each slot: ,

and for left and right half respectively. Next,
RAWP forms an issue group from these requests following
Algorithm2: , , , . This is because , and are
all row hits, and is a miss. As we can see, all row hit
requests are preserved in this issue group, illustrating the
effectiveness of RAWP. Moreover, after this issue group, the
row hit/miss status will change since the write miss will
update the row buffer. Hence, there might be row hits for the
remaining reads because of this change. This is the reasonwhy
sometimes RAWP can result in a little higher row buffer hit
rate than the original PAR-BS.

6 THROUGHPUT IMPROVEMENT UNDER POWER
BUDGETS

The increased parallelism achieved by non-blocking PCM
bankdesign and ourmemory scheduling enhancements leads
to a larger number of concurrent PCM write requests. While
this benefitsmemory throughput, it does, however, introduce
concerns of higher power consumption in PCM. The high
write current of PCM cells can cause significant voltage
bouncing to the charge pumps of write drivers, and can be
a burden for the pumping capacity during the operation [34].
Hence, it is challenging to design the charge pumps that can
supply high currentwhile sustaining high voltage at the same
time [21]. For those reasons, the number of bits that can be
written concurrently is limited, which is termed the power
budget of the PCM.

Unfortunately, to increase the write concurrency, simply
raising the power budget of PCM memory is not a cost-
effective design. On the other hand, keeping the original
power budget as in the baseline bank design may require
limiting the number of simultaneous PCM write requests,
which contradicts to our effort in throughput improvement.
Hence, a technique is needed to preserve the throughput
improvement from our scheduling enhancements without
having to raise the power budget.

In order to improve the throughput of PCM memory
without raising its power budget, an intuitive approach is to
improve the utilization of the power budget. This can be
accomplished by reducing the number of bit writes in each
write request (i.e., the “powerdemand”of eachwrite request).
There have been schemes proposed to serve this purpose [3],
[14]. The Differential-Write (DW) [14] scheme writes only
those bits that are changed in each write. This is achieved by
comparing existing data with new data through XNOR gates
and throttling the unnecessary bit writes using comparison
results. This simple enhancement has low overhead as the
XNOR gates are much smaller than the write drivers. Flip-N-
Write (FnW) [3] shares similar idea with DW except that it
writes either the original value or its inversion, whichever
results in less bit flips. Moreover, DW provides fine-grained
(bit-level) information about awrite request’s power demand,
which can be used to facilitate our power budgeting decisions
(as we will see in following sections).

In this sections, we propose a fine-grained power budget-
ing technique, Bit Level Power Budgeting (BPB), which le-
verages the information provided by DW and achieves better
throughput under the same power budget.

6.1 Overview of Bit-Level Power Budgeting
The basic idea of BPB is to leverage the information provided
by DW and get better estimation of a write request’s power
demand. This would facilitate the decisions on how a write
should be issued. BPB is performed after requests have been
scheduled by our proposed algorithms. It is responsible for
decidingwhether awrite request can be issued to a bankwith
currently available power budget. A write request thus may
stall to wait for enough power budget before it can go to a
bank. When making a decision, BPB selects a proper write
configuration of a write to see if it can be issued. As we
discussed earlier, a write data block is often divided into
equal chunks that are written in serial, requiring several
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rounds to complete. A write configuration determines how a
512-bitwrite request is divided and howmany rounds it takes
to finish. For example, an 8-round configuration will finish in
8 rounds, with each round writing 64 bits. Or, the write may
use a 4-round configuration which finishes in 4 rounds, with
each round writing 128 bits. In this work, we assume 4
possible write configurations: 8-, 4-, 2- and 1- round. We
design our scheme so that the information can be processed
locally and does not interfere with memory scheduling. This
allows the power budgeting controller to reside on the PCM
DIMM, avoiding the transmission between the PCM DIMM
and thememory controller. It also allows our scheme to work
with other memory schedulers without complex changes.

6.2 Trade-Offs in Flexible Write Configuration
WithDifferentialWrite (DW), number of bit changes in awrite
request is not fixed. Depending on the distribution of bit
changes in the line, number of of bit changes is also different
in each round of the write request. We assume that the power
demand of a write configuration is determined by the round
withmost number of bit changes. As shown in the example in
Fig. 5, 4-round and 8-round configuration has power demand
of 10 bit writes and 18 bit writes respectively.

As we can see, low-round configurations (4-round in the
example) tend tohavehigherpowerdemand thanhigh-round
configurations (8-round in the example). In fact, this is a trade-
off between write latency and power demand: small round
number means low write latency, but requires higher power
budget, and large round number means just the opposite. On
the other hand, choosing a small roundnumbermaydelay the
issue of a write since more power budget is required, and a
high round number may let the write start earlier since less
power budget is required. Essentially, we look at the finish
time of awrite,which is the sumof the request’s projected start
time ( ) and latency ( ).

One advantage of high round number is that some of the
rounds may be entirely skipped if no bit changes are present,
to reduce the write latency. Previous work has shown that on
average, 85%of bitwrites are redundant inmemory [14]. Such
a high percentage increases the likelihood of such redundant
rounds when each round is relatively narrow. BPB allows
skipping of these redundant rounds to reduce actual number
of rounds and latency. This is also illustrated in Fig. 5: the
actual number of rounds performed in 8-round and 4-round
configurations are 4 and 3 respectively.With this technique, a
write configurationdetermines theupper boundof its number
of rounds instead of a fixed one (e.g., 8-round configuration

means a write request will finish in up to 8 rounds). Also can
be seen from the example is that the 4-round configuration is
only 1 round less than 8-round configuration, but the former
has much higher power demand.When evaluating the trade-
off between less power demand and shorter latency, BPBmust
also take this new variable into consideration.

6.3 The BPB Algorithm
BPB selects a proper write configuration for each write by
looking at its finish time, which can be expressed as

. is the time in the future when
there is enough power budget for this write configuration. In
reality, this number is affected by many other factors in
addition to power budget, such as channel busy status,
command bus availability, etc. is the time required
to serve the write request. This is mainly determined by how
many rounds are actually performed. With Read Insertion,
this value is also somewhat nondeterministic.Hence, instead
of trying to calculate precise accurately, we use its
lower bound—the “earliest possible finish time”—as a sim-
ple approximation.

For a particular write configuration, is defined as its
“earliest possible start time”, which is the earliest time in the
futurewhen therewill be enough power budget, assuming no
more write requests are activated from now till then. Under
this assumption, available power budget will keep increasing
as on-goingwrite requests finish and leave the system, so that
we can always determine the earliest start time. is the
“shortest possible” latency required, assuming no read inser-
tion. For a given write configuration, this can be determined
by its number of non-redundant rounds. BPB then iterates on
each possible write configurations to pick the one which
generates minimum .

The “greedy” nature of this procedure tends to grab as
much power budget as it can to reduce latency. This could
sometimes lead to a situation that a few write requests with
high power demand use up most of the available power
budgets and cause other issued requests to be held. This is
undesirable as there might be low-demand requests that
could be otherwise served in parallel. To avoid this side
effect, we add a simple constraint to the itera-
tion to limit power demand of the picked write configura-
tion. Based on our experiments, we set to 64 in
our evaluation.

6.4 Overhead of BPB
Finally, and require the knowledge of number of
changing bits and their distribution in the write request. In
FnWandDW, such information is obtained after the pre-write
read and a comparison in the bank. Due to BPB’s decoupled
design, it can process this information locally instead of
having them transmitted between the memory controller and
DIMM.When awrite request is issued, BPBuses its bit change
information to select a write configuration for it. Since the
write request often needs to wait for enough power budget,
the time to compute its write configuration may overlap with
the wait time. In our experiments, however, we charge a
100 ns penalty for each write request. Our experiment results
show that this overhead is worthwhile for improving
throughput under power budgets.

Fig. 5. Comparing different write configurations. Boxes containing are
redundant rounds that can be skipped. Dark parts are bit changes. Those
rounds must be performed.
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7 IMPLEMENTATIONS AND EVALUATIONS

In this section, we first elaborate the control circuit design of
the existing hierarchical wordline and bitline architecture.
This is essential to understanding how our proposed non-
blocking bank can be implemented. We then evaluate its
hardware overhead in 7.2. Finally, in 7.4 we present our
experimental evaluations on throughput improvement, pow-
er budgeting schemes and performance comparison.

7.1 Circuit Implementation
Our PCMbankdesign follows a prototype fromSamsung [21]
with revised hierarchical GWL/GBL LWL/LBL control. In
those designs, hierarchical organization of wires provides
more flexibility to optimizing GBL for low resistance, which
is critical to delivering current to cells. We use this organiza-
tion for implementing parallel accesses within a bank. The
GWL/GBL will first be selected, followed by opening LWL/
LBL in a local array. Then, further circuit support is needed to
hold the LWL for the duration of awritewhile theGWLcanbe
released for a new access. Next, we elaborate our hierarchical
GWL/GBL LWL/LBL control based on a realistic memory
organization.

To make each array independently accessible, we place all
64 bits of a data in the same array, instead of distributing them
into 4 arrays [21]. Because of suchdata placement, 64GBLs are
needed per column of arrays (Fig. 8). Such number of GBLs is
physically feasible [20] with no area occupation as GBLs
traverse over the array. Also, the global column mux (GCM)
actually contains two separate muxes for SA andWD respec-
tively [20].

Recall that the first challenge in our design is to release a
rowdecoder after it drives theGWLhigh for a second request.
We first introduce a set of horizontal (H) and vertical (V)
signals as shown in Fig. 8. The intersection of an activated H
andV opens an array and generates the corresponding enable
signal (EN) for intra-array use. Since H and V signals are
arranged in an manner, two 3:8 decoders are sufficient
for locating an array. When a row address arrives at the
decoder, both GWL and H are driven high. One V line is
then selected by the “array V decoder” when the column
address arrives. This V signal then closes the latch in the
intersection of V and H (Fig. 6(a)), which latches H internally.
Hence, the H decoder can be freed. Meanwhile, the EN
together with the selected GWL activates one LWL, and at

the same time closes the passgate in all LWL drivers in the
array (Fig. 6(b)), which latches GWL internally. Hence, the
row decoder can be freed now.

The second challenge is to prevent the interference between
the active write and read in their wordline and bitline cross-
points. This challenge can be addressed by closing all arrays in
the column so that they will not be affected by signals of a new
request. Since an open V signal closes the latch in the array
enable circuit as shown in Fig. 6(a), any further changes on H
will not be seen as long as theV is active.Hence,V signal in fact
locks the selection states of all arrays in the same column. In the
activearray, the activeENsignal heldbyVcloses thepassgates,
so the LWL driver will not see changes on GWLs. In inactive
arrays, the inactive EN signal, also held by V, makes LWL
drivers not responsive to GWLs. Furthermore, after being
generated by the array V decoder, the V signal holding the
entire column is in turn held by the write/read enable signals,
shown as W and R in Fig. 8, with the circuits shown in
Fig. 7. Thus, the V decoder can also be freed for another access.

The logic takes input fromboth theV linedecoder, and
aReadorWrite command. If the input from theV linedecoder
is high (the V line should be driven), and either R or W
command is high, it activates the V line and locks itself until
the R or W drops low, i.e. the operation finishes. The circuit
has a symmetric and cross-controlled structure. It ensures that
when this V line is selected, and if one command line is high,
its outputwill stay constant and not be affected by changes on
the other command line. Through this way, the circuit
can hold theV line byWorR command anddismiss theV line
decoder for next request.

To summarize the procedure of issuing two accesses that
overlap in time, we use a timing graph shown in Fig. 9 (not to
scale) to illustrate the sequence of control signals for a write
parallelized with a read. When a write request is issued to
PCM, its row address will be first decoded by the H line
decoderwhich then selects and pulls up oneH line, . At the
same time, the rowdecoder activates oneGWL, .When
the column address arrives, the V line decoder produces an
output which will make one logic ready for the
upcoming W command. These signals will be discharged
soon to take the next read operation. When the write com-
mand becomes high, the logic will open a V line, ,

Fig. 6. Holding local wordline (LWL) high while releasing the global
wordline (GWL) and the H line.

Fig. 7. The logic to hold the V line while releasing the V line decoder.
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which will be held high as long as theW signal remains high.
and are then held highby .When thewrite is in

progress, the dismissed row decoder, H and V decoder are
used by the following read access to generate , and

. The read command R will then trigger a similar series
of signals, all of which occur in a different column of array.

7.2 Hardware Overhead Estimation
Most parts of our design such as chip organization, array
partition, and hierarchical WL/BL are adopted from existing
prototypes [20], [21], and thus do not incur overhead. The
circuit components we added per PCM bank include: (1) H
and V decoders, which are two 3:8 decoders; (2) H wire
drivers ( ); (3) logic (Fig. 7, ); (4) array enable circuit
(Fig. 6(a), ); (5) LWLdrivers (Fig. 6(b), 64 2048), although
these pre-exist in the prototype we referred to, we still study
its overheads since the design is different now. We built and
tested our added components in HSPICE with customized
45 nm PTM device model [35], and measured their delay,
energy and area overheads. For area overhead, we also
convert the number into percentage of the whole bank. To
obtain the area of a bank, we scaled the dimensions reported
in [21] from 100 nm to 45 nm. We also assume that the only
additional H and V wires can traverse over cell arrays and
thus do not occupy silicon area. All HSPICE simulationswere
performed with a power supply of 1.1 V at 90 . Finally, the
results are presented in Table 1.

When calculating the total delay overhead, we note that
the H decoder (1) and driver (2) are carried in parallel with
the row decoder and GWL driver. Therefore, their delay can
be overlapped with the latter. The V decoder delay is still
there because the column address arrives later than the row
address. Hence, the total delay should be the sum of (1) and
(3-5). The total energy overhead per access is less than 1.5pJ,
which is almost negligible when compared to the large
current of a write operation. The total area overhead is
around 5% mainly due to the LWL drivers. We conserva-
tively consider the LWL driver overhead in all metrics
though this part also exist in the original design but are
slightly different.

7.3 Endurance Implications
AWP/RAWPdo not increase the total number of PCMwrites
or change their physical addresses. Hence they are not ex-
pected to harm PCM lifetime. They do, however, require that
the addresses of requests are “final”. This means any address
remapping caused by wear-leveling should be done before
AWP/RAWP takes place.

Wear-levelingmay impact BPB or BPB+FnW, as the power
demand of a write request is determined by its number of bit
changes. If a request is remapped to another physical address
due to wear-leveling decision, its power demand could be
higher than otherwise. Nonetheless, this address remapping
is typically infrequent to reduce wear-leveling overhead.
Therefore, we expect the impact on our power budgeting
techniques to be small.

7.4 Experimental Evaluation
We first experiment with various hardware designs (baseline
blocking design, Read-While-Write design, proposed non-
blocking bank design) and scheduling enhancements (AWP,
RAWP) to study their throughput improvements (Sec-
tion 7.4.1) and row hit preservation (Section 7.4.2). Next, we
estimate system performance under different scheduling en-
hancements in Section 7.4.3.WeuseWeightedSpeedup [36] as
the metrics. Finally, in Section 7.4.4, we use RAWP-enhanced
memory scheduling and experiment with various power
budgeting schemes on top of it. In the baseline power budget-
ing scheme, there is no bit change information from Differen-
tial Write, meaning that every bit is written in each round.
Baseline also does not have other enhancements such as
flexible write configurations, skipping redundant rounds as

Fig. 9. Timing graph of a read in parallel with a write.

Fig. 8. Hierarchical wordline and bitline design in the right half bank. LCM/
GCM: local/global column mux. TABLE 1

Delay, Energy, and Area Overhead
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we proposed in BPB. We then compare three different power
budgeting schemes with the baseline:

FnW only, which simply adds Flip-N-Write (FnW) func-
tion to the baseline. With FnW, BPB always estimates that
half of the bits in each round will be changed when
checking against available power budget. It has limited
flexibility to choose between 8-round and 4-round config-
urations. FnW only does not skip redundant rounds as it
does not retrieve and process the bit change information.
BPB, which is our proposed Bit Level Power Budgeting
scheme using bit change information from DW. In this
scheme, the information from DW is used to estimate
power demand for each write request. BPB supports flexi-
ble write configurations and can skip redundant rounds.
BPB FnW, which is our BPB technique enhanced with
FnW. DW can provide fine-grained bit change informa-
tion, but does not have an upper bound of howmany bits
are changed. In some cases when write requests have a
high number of bit changes, using DW alone could result
in high power demand and hurt throughput improve-
ment. By combining BPB with FnW, we can effectively
mitigate this problem.

The notations and explanations of the schemes we experi-
mented are listed in Table 2.

We collected memory access traces and fed them to a
detailed memorymodel to measure the memory throughput.
We ran memory intensive benchmarks from SPEC2006,
SPLASH2, and STREAM [37], [38] on a 4-core CMP simulator
in Simics [39] with similar settings to [28]. Each core runs at
3.2GHZ with 4 MB shared L2 cache, a 128 MB DRAM buffer
and 4 GB main memory. The memory module we used was
developed inGEMS [40] framework.We heavilymodified the
memory controller module to model more details such as
bank/half busy counters, bus contentions, row decoder con-
tentions, column conflicts, channel contentions, etc. We then
implemented our non-blocking reordering schemes based on
this model. Further parameters are listed in Table 3.

7.4.1 Throughput Improvement
Thefirst set of results ismemory throughput improvement for
various memory scheduling schemes. Throughput is calcu-
lated as number of requests served over their total finish time.
Fig. 10(a) and (b) show results for 4-round and 8-round
settings respectively. The results are normalized to blocking
design that also uses PAR-BS scheduler.

As we can see, RWW achieves throughput improve-
ment on average because of its limited hardware capability.
Using NB without any scheduling enhancement
NB PAR BS improves throughput to 24% because our
hardware provides much more parallelism. Further parallel-
ism can be achieved through scheduling enhancement.
PAR BS Half does a simple change to balance batch size

TABLE 3
Parameter Used in Our Experiments

TABLE 2
Notations of Various Designs and Schemes Used in Experiments

Fig. 10. Throughput improvement.
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between two halves inside each bank, resulting
throughput increase. AWP achieves the highest improvement
( on average) among all because of its aggressive
reordering algorithm. RAWP not surprisingly has smaller im-
provement (51%) than AWP because of a carefully crafted
algorithm that preserves row buffer hit rate.

Our write-precedence reordering scheme often prioritizes
write requests over read requests as discussed in Section 5.2.
Themotivation is backed by our experimental results in Fig. 11,
which compares the throughput improvements between
NB AWP and a scheme that puts read requests first (NB RP).
On average, our proposed write-precedence scheme achieves
15% more throughput improvement over the baseline.

7.4.2 Preserving Row Buffer Hits
As discussed earlier, RAWP overcomes the shortcomings of
AWP and preserves row buffer hit rates. Fig. 12 shows the
read row buffer hit rates for AWP and RAWP respectively.
The results are normalized to non-blocking bank design with
PAR-BS NB PAR BS. AWP degrades row buffer hit rate by
33% on average due to its aggressive reordering design. On
contrary, RAWPpreserves rowbuffer hit ratewhile achieving
a comparable throughput improvement.

7.4.3 Performance
We estimated system performance improvement (Weighted
Speedup [36]) under different scheduling enhancements, as
shown in Fig. 13. We assume no power constraints in this
experiment (i.e. power budgeting is disabled). The perfor-
mance metric we used is Weighted Speedup [36], which is
commonly used to measure the performance improvement
for multiprogrammed systems.

Using non-blocking bank design without any intra-bank
reordering (NB PAR BS and NB PAR BS Half) results in
5.9/5.2% improvement. With scheduling enhancements,
AWP and RAWP achieve 9.5% and 9.6% improvement

respectively. Although AWP can achieve higher throughput
improvement, its low read row buffer hit rate hurts read
latency.As a result,AWPachieves slightly lowerperformance
improvement than RAWP on average.

In Fig. 14, we compare the performance of RAWP with
Write-Cancelation (WC) andWrite Pausing (WP) [15]. When a
read is blockedbyanon-goingwrite,WCallows thewrite to be
canceled and issues the read first. The canceledwrite request is
restarted later, meaning that the time that is already spent is
wasted. WP uses similar idea to optimize read latency, except
thatwriteoperation is resumed fromwhere it left off, saving the
time it already spent. As we can see, both techniques only
optimizes read latency but not memory throughput. We built
these techniques on top of non-blocking bankdesign andPAR-
BS/Half to perform a fair comparison (NB WC and NB WP).
The average performance improvement for WC, WP and
RAWP are 4.7%, 5.1% and 9.6% respectively. RAWP aims to
produce request parallelism, including read-read parallelism
which is particularly helpful in reducing the average read
latency. Write-cancelation and write-pausing, however, only
preempt a write when a read comes in, so it cannot exploit the
benefit produced by parallelism.

7.4.4 Throughput under Power Budget
We now present throughput results for different power bud-
geting schemes (applied on top of RAWP) in Fig. 15. The
results are averagedover all benchmarks tested.All results are
normalized to the baseline power budgeting scheme, and
various power budgets are experimented.

As expected, both BPB and BPB FnW achieve more
throughput improvement because power budgeting is done
at bit-level.Naturally, combing both DW and FnW
(BPB FnW) is most effective since it further lowers the bit
changes in a write. An interesting observation from this
experiment is that both schemes become more and more
effective when power budget is decreasing. Note that the

Fig. 11. Comparing throughput improvements with a scheme that puts
read requests first (NB RP).

Fig. 12. Read row hit rate under different scheduling enhancements.

Fig. 13. Weighted Speedup [36] for different scheduling enhancements.

Fig. 14. WeightedSpeedup [36] forWriteCancellation,WritePausing [15]
and RAWP.
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throughput of baseline is also decreasing, but the improve-
ments increase. This is because, when available power budget
is low, the baseline’s parallelism is more severely limited as it
assumes each round changes every bit. On contrary, BPB and
BPB FnW leverage the fine-grained bit change information,
so they can skip redundant rounds and can utilize the limited
power budget more efficiently.

The next experiment tests that given a power budget, if our
scheduler should issue one write with a wide width, say W, or
two parallel writes with W 2width each. The former results in
fewer rounds per write while the latter may result in fewer
total rounds for the two writes, as illustrated in Section 6.2.
Fig. 16 shows the throughput comparison between the two
schemes. In most cases, having two parallel but narrower
writes generates better throughput, in accordance with the
example we showed. When power budget is low, e.g., 256,
even issuing twoparallel narrowwrites is not possible and the
twowrites must be sequentialized. In those cases, issuing one
write with wider width may win (by 4% on average). Such
scenario can be picked up by our scheduler as if two writes
cannot be parallelized, a proper write width with earliest
write finish time, i.e., least rounds, will be selected.

Comparing to Power Token. Finally, we compare our
proposed scheme RAWP and BPB FnW to the Power Token
(PT) scheme [30] with varying power budgets. The results are
in Fig. 17. The original PT scheme supports only single-round
writes, which is disadvantageous when power budget is low.
We hence extended it to support multi-roundwrites (a fixed 4
round configuration is used). Also, we are optimistic about PT
in bit change estimation and assume that it is accurate, as the
original scheme only used approximate information. Hence,
the true results of the originalPTwouldbe lower thanwhatwe
show here. Since all three schemes we compare aim to im-
prove PCM throughput, we use the blocking bank design as
our baseline in this experiment.

When there is only 1/4 of the full power budget (256 bits),
improving throughput with RAWP-only is limited because

parallel writes would be throttled due to insufficient power
budget. Hence, both PT and BPB FnW are more effective with
the latterbeing58%better than the former.This ismainlydue to
the flexibility of BPB FnW in choosing write configurations to
better utilize power budget and our non-blocking bankdesign.
The second important observation is that PT does not show
more throughput improvementwhenpower budget increases.
This is because it solely relies on bit-level power consumption
to increase throughput. When the maximal potential is
achieved, no further opportunities are leveraged to continue
increasing the throughput. As a result, its improvement levels
off with more power budget. In contrast, RAWP and BPB FnW

can achieve higher throughput when power budget increases.
BPB FnW is superior to PT by up to 85% (1024) due to both our
non-blocking bank design with scheduling enhancement, and
the power budgeting algorithm.

8 CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel PCM bank design to mitigate its low
bandwidth problem due to long write latency. Our technique
essentially allows a bank to serve up to 2 reads and 2 writes
simultaneouslywhich provides newopportunity of intra-bank
parallelism. To make such design effective to throughput im-
provement,weproposedwrite-precedence intra-bank reorder-
ing schemes (AWP and RAWP) to fully take advantage of our
non-blocking bank design. Our scheduling enhancements can
achieve up to 61% throughput improvement over the original
blocking bankdesign. Finally,we developed power budgeting
schemes tomaintain higher throughput under power budgets.
Wefoundthatourbit-levelpowerbudgetingschemecanfurther
increase throughput since power control is done in fine-granu-
larity somore requests canbe issued inparallel. Such increase is
more evident when the available power budget is low. Also,
under the samepower budget, it is generallymore beneficial to
issue parallel writes, each with narrow bit width, than to issue
single write with a wider bit width.
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